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Abstract
In this paper, we present a denition of unication of weighted feature structures designed
to deal with constraint relaxation. The application of phrase structure rules in a unication-
based Natural Language Processing system is adapted such that inconsistent values do not lead to
failure, but are penalised. These penalties are based on the signature and the shape of the feature
structures, and thus realise an elegant and general approach to relaxation.
1 Introduction
The typed feature logic of Carpenter [2] has been the basis of Natural Language Processing
(nlp) systems like the Linguistic Knowledge Base (lkb) [4, 5] and the Attribute Logic Engine
(ale) [3]. The grammar rules in his framework are applied by unication, which fails if values
are inconsistent. Although large scale grammars have been successfully developed in such a
framework (e.g. the LinGO project [12]), obtaining a sucient coverage requires a considerable
eort, both in grammatical and lexical description. We shall not talk about missing lexical
entries in this paper.
There seem to be two approaches for ensuring sucient coverage. One is extending the
grammar through a careful linguistic analysis (as in the LinGO grammar), and the other is to
work with an underspecied language description, the results of which may subsequently be
ltered (e.g. [9] for Lexical-Functional Grammar (lfg)). In both cases however, inconsistent
values do not lead to a result. Whatever the development strategy, it may be benecial to be
able to look beyond consistent values to detect what may be missing from the grammar.
On the other hand, unication failure is the only control strategy that is available in declar-
ative grammar formalisms. If we relax constraints, failure points are postponed, and the search
space increases.
Constraint relaxation is not new (e.g. the T DL formalism [10] has some devices for re-
laxation). Douglas for instance [6] uses patr-ii to model relaxation of grammar constraints.
When for some input no analyses can be constructed, the constraints in the rules (e.g. agree-
ment, subcategorisation) are relaxed one by one, until a solution is found. When the input
is ungrammatical, this technique extends the search space in that for every rule it should be
checked which constraints have to be ignored. This is not promising for scaling up.
In this paper, we present an approach that crucially relies on typed feature logic for relax-
ation, and that keeps track of the degree of ungrammaticality by exploiting the typed featurestructures. That allows on the one hand to ignore relatively bad solutions, but keeps them as
a fall-back option in case the more promising solutions lead to nothing.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we very briey recapitulate Carpenter's denition
of feature structures and their unication, and present the notion of information in feature
structures that we shall use. Then we outline the intuitions of the proposal. That is followed
by the presentation of weighted feature structures and of their unication. A discussion of this
and of some other proposals comes at the end.
2 Outline
For the denition of feature structures we take as basis, we refer to Carpenter's book [2] and to
the next section of this paper. Furthermore, let us for the rest | for reasons of the exposition
| assume that a bottom-up parser is being used. In Carpenter's formalism then, rules rewrite
a number of daughter feature structures as a mother feature structure.
In these typed feature structures there are three elements that dene the information: fea-
tures, types and re-entrancies. Unications preserve this information. This is however a stream-
lined view of the content of typed feature structures. We make explicit three more sources of
information:
(a) Type values can be provided several times, as in the following example:
(1) La
The-fem.sg
pr esidente
president-fem.sg
 etait
was
acclam e
acclaimed-masc.sg
The president was acclaimed
There are two instances of feminine (la, pr esidente), only one of masculine (acclam e). All
three of them are singular.
(b) The occurrence or use of a type also implies that its supertypes occur. For instance, the
semantic relation for dog implies the semantic relations animate and non-human.
(c) Feature structures are nested into other feature structures, such that the value of a feature
structure on a long path implies the occurrence of every containing feature structure. This is
analogous to 2, but for feature nesting. In the following avm for instance, the value of head
can only occur (in a linguistic object, which is of the type sign) when the values of synsem,
local and cat are present.
(2)
"
sign
synsemjlocaljcatjhead

prep

#
In the rest of this section we explain how they will be used.
In Example (1), it was shown how dierent values may be provided a dierent number of
times. We assume that this has an eect on the strength or weight of the information a value
contains: in the example the value feminine is stronger than masculine. Therefore, unications
have to combine the weights of values that are unied, otherwise this new information is not
preserved.
The other information sources, viz. type subsumption and feature structure nesting, are
already maintained by `normal' unication, but they also aect the weight of the information,feminine1
gender1
?1
t gender1
?1
=
feminine1
gender2
?2
Figure 1: The type unication feminine t feminine with weights
fem1
gender1
?1
t
masc1
gender1
?1
=
fem1 masc1
gender2
?2
Figure 2: The type unication fem t masc with weights
and this should be taken into account as well by the weight bookkeeping. That is demonstrated
in Figure 1. The weight on a type is indicated with a subscript, e.g. feminine2 is the type
feminine with a weight of 2. For simplicity, we just assume that the initial weight of values is 1
(reecting that the value occurs once), but other values can be used as well. In the unication
feminine t gender, not only the weights of feminine are added up, but also these of ? and of
gender.
The rules, which dene which linguistic descriptions will be unied, are responsible for adding
the weights when type values are unied. One of the potential uses of these weights is that
they can be used to choose a value for correcting mistakes (an idea also oated in [1]), e.g. the
value with the greatest weight. In Example (1), this would mean that acclam e should be made
feminine.
There is however a more direct use: they can keep track of inconsistencies. If a value is incon-
sistent with a grammar rule, unication can ignore the inconsistency and discard it. Because
the weights have to be counted separately for each type, they all have to be explicitly present
(as depicted in Figure 1; this relies on a type hierarchy which is completed to a distributive
lattice as in [7]). Therefore, the value of a feature can be partly removed: all values more
specic than the meet of the value in the rule and the value from the input are disposed of.
That makes that only the generalisation of both values remains. This leads to a loss of weight,
the value of which is the sum of weights on the removed type values. This is where constraint
relaxation takes place. Because taking the meet is the relaxation operation, and in Carpenter's
logic any two types are required to have precisely one meet (Type is a bounded complete partial
order (bcpo)), this is a simple task.
Sometimes the values on a rule are very general, and do not impose any limitation at all, as
would be the case for instance with a feature gender that had the value gender, where gender
is also the most general satisfying value for the feature value. Then the rule cannot cause any
information to disappear: all possible values are compatible with gender. The unication is
dened (and is not replaced in this case by generalisation). An example is shown in Figure 2.
The lower types and weights are the same as in the previous gure, but the most specic types,
fem and masc, both are present, each with their own weight. Had this value been presented
to a rule that requires that this value should be masc, then fem1 would have been lost. Then
the sum of the information before and after the unication would not have been the same, andthis would have indicated an ungrammaticality. As it is, the ungrammaticality is recorded in
the presence of two incompatible values, fem and masc.
We shall return to this dierence in status of values in Section 4.1.
From the previous, it seems that robust unication of any two types is dened at all times,
which clearly requires huge data structures. It is possible to split up the type hierarchy into
dierent classes again which are disjoint from each other (not counting their supertypes) without
harming the robust behaviour. This can be derived from the signature and the grammar. This
division greatly reduces the data structures, since they do not need to reect the entire signature
anymore, but only a class.
In the next sections, we dene weighted feature structures and recovering unication, which
unies them.
3 Weighted feature structures
The gures above have shown that the single type values are replaced by more complex values,
both for weights and for the unication. That is also what is going to happen for feature
structures.
In the following denitions, Type is a set of types ordered on v, and Feat is a set of feature
labels.
For reference, we reproduce here the feature structure denition from [2].
Denition 1 (Feature structure) A typed feature structure F is a tuple hQ;q;;i where:
 Q is a set of nodes, containing q, the root node;
  : Q ! Type is a total node typing function;
  : Path  Q ! Q is a partial feature value function.
A feature structure is a set of nodes which are linked by a function , and which are assigned
a type value through the function . The links in  are labelled by elements of Feat.
In the following denition of weighted feature structures,  is redened and , the value
assignment function, has been removed.
Denition 2 (Weighted feature structure) A weighted feature structure F is a tuple
hQ;q;;w;;Si where:
 Q is a set of nodes, containing q, the root node;
 S is a set of type value nodes;
 w : Q ! (hType;vi ! h
￿
0;i) is a total weight assignment function;
  : Q ! (hType;vi ! hS;vi) is a total type value assignment function;
  : Feat  S ! Q is a partial feature value function.
The set of weighted feature structures is Fw.
Like in Carpenter's book [2] feature structures consist of nodes that are linked by functions,
and to which certain values are attached. 's function is now taken over by  (and w).  and thelist1
e list0
ne list1
hd
()  w 
Figure 3: The anatomy of a weighted feature structure, and the results of the feature structure
functions. The ellipses are elements of Q, the small circles are elements of S.
new  together perform the task of  from Denition 1: given a feature structure node q, they
describe which feature structure nodes can be reached from q. For instance (f;(q1)()) = q2
expresses that a feature f leads from q1 to q2 over the type . The dierence is that there is one
intermediate step over a type. A picture for the feature structure in (3) is shown in Figure 3.
(3)
"
ne list
hd [ ]
#
The function w links feature structure nodes via types to a weight. Given a node, w returns
a function that takes a type and then gives the weight for the type on that node. We have
this dened here to be a natural number or 0, but real numbers for instance are possible as
well. What is important for this denition is that the result of w(q) for a node q 2 Q is an
order-preserving function, i.e. s v t ) w(q)(s)  w(q)(t). The constraint on the weight is
relative to the other types in the hierarchy: a more general type should have less weight. When
that condition is satised, the weight that is lost will be greater to the extent that the meet
(the relaxation) is more general.
 links a feature structure node with a type value node, via a type. This function runs in fact
parallel to w: whereas w ultimately returned a weight,  returns a type value node (elements
of S). The task of this function is to make sure that the appropriateness values are maintained
and to make loss of information possible. The appropriateness requirements in Chapter 6 of [2]
dene what feature a type can have, and what values these features can carry. This function
separates out the nodes for the dierent type values, and thus prevents features appearing on
types that should not carry them.
That makes it possible to realise the loss of information as a join operation (although loss
of information represents a generalisation) by ignoring the type nodes that are inconsistent. A
direct consequence is that all values and weights deeper in the feature structure are discarded
as well.
The function , which in [2] links feature structure nodes with other feature structure nodes
over a feature label, here links type value nodes with feature structure nodes.
S consists of a number of equivalence classes, whereby two nodes are equivalent i they can
be reached from the same feature structure node. It can be considered as a collection of copies
of various subtrees from the signature Type.4 Unication
Before we can dene the unication of weighted feature structures, a distinction in the status of
values in a grammar needs to be discussed. We already mentioned these dierences in Section 2.
4.1 Two kinds of values
In the feature structures of phrase structure rules in a unication-based formalism, we need to
distinguish two kinds of values. Let us demonstrate this with an example.
(4)
"
head 1

verb

index 2
#
!
"
head 1
index 2
#h
head [noun]
i
This is a version of a VP ! V NP rule. In this rule, the head value is shared between the left
hand side and the rst daughter, but limited to verb. The index value is shared as well, but
does not carry any further constraints. A last value is the head value of the second daughter,
which is \hard-wired" into the rule to be noun.
With the assumed bottom-up application of the rules, we unify the rst daughter with (5),
which succeeds: the head and index values are consistent.
(5)
2
4
head

verb

index
h
3sing
i
3
5
(6)
2
4
head [noun]
index
h
3sing
i
3
5
The index value can in fact never cause an inconsistency, because it is maximally underspecied
in the rule. The head value is dierent: the re-entrant verb imposes a restriction on the rst
daughter's head value. As such it can lead to the removal of inconsistent information, for
instance, when the feature structure in (6) would be the leftmost daughter. The intention is
that in that case the weight of all nodes that are more specic than noun u verb and that are
incompatible with verb, are removed. The relation between the two values is not commutative
(as it is in normal unication). The single value noun in the second daughter performs the same
function, but does not pass on its information to the mother feature structure. If there is an
inconsistency, only the loss of information is preserved, not the value (since it is not passed on).
It is very important that information loss is carefully and completely recorded: consistency is
maintained throughout the analysis tree; inconsistent values are removed (they only stay in the
tree as long as they are consistent with the requirements of the rules).
The value that is given by the rule, and therefore \expected" is called the reference value.
The value that comes from the input is called the ground value.
4.2 Denition
Denition 3 (Recovering unication) Let F;F 0 2 Fw and F = hQ;q;;w;;Si, F 0 =
hQ0;q0;0;w0;0;S0i. It is required that Q\Q0 = ? and S\S0 = ?. A least equivalence relation
is dened on Q [ Q0 and S [ S0 such that
 q ./ q0;
 (q)(t) ./ 0(q0)(t0) if q ./ q0 and t = t0;
 (f;s) ./ (f;s0) if s ./ s0 and both are dened.Then F t F 0 = h(Q [ Q0)=./;[q]./;./;w./;./;(S [ S0)=./i with
./([q]./)(t) = f( [ 0)(q00)(t) j q ./ q00g
./(f;[s]./) =

[( [ 0)(f;s)]./ if ( [ 0)(f;s) is dened
undened otherwise
and for a feature structure node q 2 Q: if
(1) for all q ./ q0 2 Q0: w0(q0)(t)  1, and
(2) with qp 2 Q, there is a ./(f;./([qp]./)(t)) = [q]./ such that w./([qp]./)(t)  1,
then
w./([q]./)(t) =
P
q./q002Q w(q00)(t):
w./([q]./)(t) = 0 otherwise.
Condition (1) w0(q00)(t)  1 designates F 0 as the reference value.
Two feature structures are unied by walking in parallel through the graphs starting from the
feature structure root node. The graphs should be disjoint. Every time that feature structure
node is chosen, the next node has to be a type value node (element of S) that is reached by using
the same type for both feature structures. From the type value nodes, the graph is continued
over a feature link to a feature structure node. The feature has to have the same name for both
feature structures. The shape of the graph over links to type value nodes and over feature links
is preserved in the result of the unication.
The actual work is done by w./. The weight on a type value node in the result for a given
type t (w./([q]./)(t)) is set to 0 if it is 0 in the reference value (which means that the value
did not occur, and hence was inconsistent), or if every path to the type value node contains
a 0-weight on one of its type value nodes. Setting the weight of a type value node to 0 is the
same as removing it. The last condition thus ensures that not just the root value of a feature
structure is lost, but that the entire feature structure goes with it.
It remains to be shown that the unication of two feature structure is itself a feature structure.
We follow the lines of the proof Carpenter [2, 47].
Proof Since Q and Q0 are nite, Q [ Q0 is. The set of type value nodes S is nite because
Q and the number of types are nite. S [ S0 is nite as well for the same reasons as Q [ Q0
(mutatis mutandis). S [ S0 is a quotient set: the classes are f./([q]./)(t) j t 2 ./([q]./)g for
every [q]./ 2 Q[Q0 since the type value nodes are still related to a single feature structure node.
./ is total (all nodes have type values) because S [ S0 is always dened. w./ is total as well:
all nodes have a weight, because the weights of the unicands were taken over (either from one
of the feature structures, or as a sum of both; see later). These operations also keep w./([q]./)
order preserving: if t v t0, then w(q)(t)+w0(q0)(t)  w(q)(t0)+w0(q0)(t0). For ./, the paths do
not depend on the type value nodes that have been chosen, because if t1;t2 2 Type;q 2 Q and
Intro(f) v t1, t1 v t2 implies ./(f;./([q]./)(t1)) = ./(f;./([q]./)(t2)) and type values nodes
are equivalent if they are reached by the same type on equivalent feature structure nodes, nor
do they depend on the chosen feature structure nodes since the latter are ./-equivalent if they
are on the same path.4.3 Remarks
We already have discussed rule applications to some extent, but there are a few more issues to
be mentioned.
The rst concerns the lexical entries. In this setup, lexical entries contain the original weights,
with which parsing begins. Those are the values that feed into the rules, and may be lost. This
is also the reason that we only use information loss: the size of the feature structures for
dierent lexical entries can vary considerably, but that does not have any signicance for the
\grammaticality" of the lexical entries. On the contrary, they should all be equally good.
When only the subtracted information is taken into account, that reects much better what is
happening than the information sum would have done. Bigger feature structures can of course
lose more information, and can therefore become more ungrammatical than smaller ones, but
that is in the spirit of the proposal, which is centered around the information feature structures
contain.
In the rule in (4) there is one type of value missing: a \hard-wired" value in the left hand side.
Clearly such a value cannot get anything from the daughters when it is not re-entrant with any
value on the right hand side. It nevertheless contributes information: for instance it may trigger
a unication failure, and thus prohibit the application of a rule. To keep the monotonicity of
information loss (see later) and in order to be able to compare the obtained information weight
with that of the lexical entries in the input, these values are \initialised" with a non-zero weight
that satises all constraints, once the rule has been applied. This weight is not added to the
original total weight of the input, but it can be lost nevertheless. Information loss is what
counts.
A last item pertains to the weights on reference values. Because they should lter out all
incompatible information, all compatible type values should get a weight greater than 0 in the
feature structure with the reference values. Then condition (1) in Denition 3 will have the
desired eect. This is especially relevant for joins of two incomparable types. Suppose atb = c
is dened, and a 6= c 6= b. Then the unication of a1 with b1 would keep the weight 1 for a and
b, but for c it would be 0+0. c is clearly the desired result, and therefore, its weight should be
set to a value greater than 0.
5 Discussion
5.1 Weights
The weights should not be confused with frequencies or probabilities. Their purpose is to
measure how much of a feature structure is lost in a rule application. As such the weight of any
feature structure indicates how much useful information it contains (which is: how information
much can be lost).
We have pointed out that although in this paper the weights are dened as non-negative
integers, there is no limitation to extend this to real numbers. The proposal only species how
the numbers are to be used, and not what they should represent. This makes it possible to
use any kind of value, where one may think of automatically collected weights, or still dierent
values. For the paper, we used a weight of 1 for every type and every node, which reects that
the value is used once every time it is mentioned or used in a feature structure. This is onlya choice of a working value based on what can be observed in the (mathematical) structures
that can be found in a grammar, and can be done by a compiler. (It is not our intention in
this paper to suggest any techniques or algorithms to obtain other values. We expect it to be a
topic of further research.) It is for instance conceivable that the gender information on a noun
should be weighted heavier than that of a determiner or an adjective.
The eect of the weights should nevertheless be clear: solutions can be ranked according
to how much of their original information they lost. How much this amounts to depends on
the location and the value of the generalisation. An example is where a head has an empty
subcategorisation list, but is used in a head-complement rule that requires the list not to be
empty. Let us assume that the hpsg Subcategorisation Principle applies, i.e. there is a re-
entrancy between the subcategorisation of the mother and of the head-daughter, and between
an element of that list of the head-daughter and the complement-daughter itself. The (weight
of the) complement-daughter will be lost entirely since there is no re-entrancy to pass it on,
and that is because the re-entrancy is only active on subcategorisation lists that are not empty.
It generalises for other values. This loss is dramatic, and the result is therefore unlikely to be
useful later on.
Initial tests on toy grammars show that the information loss in feature structures can spiral
down into a very considerable loss even after just a few \bad" rule applications. More rule
applications compound this eect. This makes that the information loss may well be able to
eectively full its function as a sign post in the search space.
5.2 Rule denition
In this framework, the way in which the rules are dened is important. The choice is between
specifying many dierent specic values, or one (or few) general value(s). The choice of the
former will lead to much loss of information and an increased ungrammaticality in the results. A
general value needs less rules, but more variation in the values will be tolerated. We speculate
that the best choice has to be determined empirically for a grammar and perhaps the text
type. Since this choice does not aect the declarative meaning of the rule, it will not behave
dierently as far as the linguistic descriptions are concerned, but it will have a dierent eect
on the degree of ungrammaticality of the result.
5.3 Evaluation
There is no concrete evaluation yet of the technique that is presented in this paper. A possible
evaluation scenario is that a text containing errors is taken. The text is corrected, and parsed
with the non-robust grammar interpretation. Next, both versions of the text are parsed robustly.
The results of the robust parser should at least be as good (i.e. in coverage) as the non-robust
one, and the text with errors should receive at least the same analyses as the corrected version
(both should be guaranteed by the logical properties of the formalism). The analyses that are
returned for ungrammatical sentences should be inspected (to what extent are they correct?),
as well as the ranking of the candidate analyses.
There are two places where the ranking can be tuned: by modifying the weights (using other
values than 1), or by changing the grammar (the rules (see Section 5.2) or the signature).
It is possible that the restriction on the ordering of the weights (order-preserving) is notacceptable. Since that constraint is based on fundamental properties of feature structures, it
would seem that in that case other representations should take the place of feature structures.
5.4 Monotonicity
One of the most important arguments for declarative approaches to nlp is that it is monotonic.
It is clear however that here | in the case of an inconsistency | information is removed.
Can we still rely on that property? It is clear that monotonicity is maintained in the case of
consistent values. The treatment of inconsistent value falls into two categories. If the reference
value (grammar rule) is not part of the inconsistency, the values are kept, which is monotonic. If
the grammar rule causes a value to be stripped o from a feature, and thus generalises its value,
there is indeed the chance that values will be lled which are not compatible with the original
value, and thus non-monotonicity appears. Thanks to the loss of weight, the inconsistency is
clearly marked as such, which makes it possible to treat these results dierently. Moreover, the
loss of information is monotonically increasing. Information can be added by a rule application,
but it is not registered, except when it is lost.
We have not investigated whether and how this setup interacts with default unication (e.g.
the persistent associative default unication in [11]). It is interesting to note that Sch oter [13]
for instance uses signature assumptions that show similarities to ours to model defaults.
5.5 Other devices
Other formal devices like denite clauses or lexical rules have not been considered. Lexical rules
are usually not very dierent from unary phrase structure rules, and apart from mentioning the
potential problem of circular applications, we do not discuss them further. Denite clauses, as
they exist for instance in ale [3], are more dierent, and would need closer study. We want
to oer two remarks on this topic. They may not be necessary for processing of large scale
grammars, e.g. the LinGO English Resource Grammar [12] is written in a formalism without
them (at least as far as parsing is concerned). The second is that they may be treated in a
very similar way as phrase structure rules. After all, they have a single head and a body with
several clauses. Bottom-up application is not an option, but if the weights are carefully traced,
processing can stop when the loss of information stabilises.
6 Other approaches
Earlier descriptions of constraint relaxation have been named already. Most of them do not use
types. Douglas [6] for instance works in the untyped unication formalism patr-ii. The rules
with a context-free backbone are annotated with the constraints that have to be satised. The
extension of Douglas consists of associating the constraints with relaxation control information,
which the grammar writer has to encode explicitly.
A more general proposal comes from Krieger and Sch afer [10], but they do not use weights.
They allow the grammar writer to dene open-world types. Two of these types always unify,
unless they were explicitly dened to be incompatible. That gives the same behaviour as the
combination of type values as in Figure 2. Its main purpose is for aiding grammar development.(Currently similar techniques are proposed for the treatment of coordination in unication-
based frameworks. Since those approaches still need to distinguish between grammatical and
ungrammatical values, it remains to be seen how similar they really are to what we have
proposed here.)
Another example is Vogel and Cooper [15] who, although they work in a typed framework, do
not exploit that advantage. The treatment of clashes is limited to atomic types. In that respect
it is comparable to the rst one. Kim [8] also describes a version of graded unication, but he
reduces the unication to unication of atomic values, and focusses on the parsing strategies.
7 Summary and conclusion
We have presented a form of typed unication that can deal with inconsistent values. If the
unied values are inconsistent, then they are so either because at least one is not consistent with
the value that was expected by the rule, or because they are not consistent with each other.
Because of the assumption that the grammar is correct, the values of the input are removed to
the extent that they are inconsistent. This loss of information is penalised. That is obtained by
attaching weights to the feature structures, and this property sets o this proposal from others.
Because it relies on the underlying logic, it is a very general and elegant way of realising typed
constraint relaxation.
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